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attractions just inside and just outside the stratum.    The normal force on the matter mda which covers an element of area da is
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Fmda- and is therefore equal to —------do-, where X, Xr are the
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normal forces at each side of the element.
144.     We may also show that the parallel tangential components of attraction just inside and just outside the stratum are equal    Let the axis of y be parallel to a tangent at A to either boundary of the stratum.    Let F, Y' be the components of attraction at P, P.    Considering first the adjacent portion DE of the stratum, it has already been shown that the resultant attractions at P, P' are each directed along the normal PP';   hence this portion contributes nothing to F or Y.    Considering next the remote portion of the stratum, it may be shown as in Art. 142 that the components F, Y differ by terms of the order mt.   In the limit therefore when t is very thin, we have F' = F.
145.     We shall now shoiu that the potentials at P} P' are also equal.    The potentials due to the remote portion of the stratum for the same reasons as before can differ only by terms of the order mt.   Consider next the portion of the stratum adjacent to -A; the potentials at two points equally distant from the two faces of the stratum evidently differ by terms of an order higher than mt. See also Art. 7(5, Ex. 1.    Taking both portions of the stratum, we see that the potentials at P and P' are ultimately equal.
146.    It follows from this proposition that if a point travel from a position P just within a thin stratum to another P' just outside, both on the mine normal, the normal component of the attraction is increased by the qua.ntity 4<7rm, where m is the surface density.    At the same time the tangential components of the attraction and the potential are unaltered.
147.     We may also deduce, Green's theorem from the proposition, due to Gauss, that the flux of the attraction over a closed surface is 4?r multiplied by the mass inside.    See Art. 106.
Let the axis of a? be a normal to the stratum, measured positively inwards, and let it cut the boundaries in the points A, A'. Let us consider the flux of the attraction across an element of volume whose edges parallel to the axes x> yy z are respectively A A' = t> dy and dz.

